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	After over fifteen years of research and trial and error,
	micromap designs have evolved to the point where they
	are slowly finding their way into mainstream statistical
	visualizations. Now seems to be a good time to pull
	all of the work together into a book in order to introduce
	micromaps to a wide range of people interested in
	visualizing their data. Our intent is not only to describe
	these graphics but also to present the research of others
	in cognitive psychology, statistical graphics,
	computer
	science, and cartography who laid the foundation for
	our methods. By understanding why we favor particular
	design elements in micromaps, you should be betterable
	to tailor your micromap designs to be more effective.
	If we have missed opportunities or made compromises
	not to your liking, you can use the guidance here, do
	it your way, and do better. Thus, we have written this
	book for anyone who wishes to explore the statistical and
	geographic patterns in their data simultaneously and for
	designers of visualization tools that will support visual
	exploration and communication of patterns in maps.


	After illustrating the three main types of micromaps, the authors summarize the research behind the design of visualization tools that support exploration and communication of spatial data patterns. They then explain how these research findings can be applied to micromap designs in general and detail the specifics involved with linked, conditioned, and comparative micromap designs. To compare and contrast their purposes, limitations, and strengths, the final chapter applies all three of these techniques to the same demographic data for Louisiana before and after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.


	Supplementary website


	Offering numerous ancillary features, the book’s website at http://mason.gmu.edu/~dcarr/Micromaps/ provides many boundary files and real data sets that address topics, such species biodiversity and alcoholism. One complete folder of data examples presents cancer statistics, risk factors, and demographic data. The site includes CCmaps, the dynamic implementation of conditioned micromaps written in Java, as well as a link to a generalized micromaps program. It also contains R functions and scripts for linked and comparative micromaps, enabling re-creation of all the corresponding examples in the book.
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Medical Response to Terrorism: Preparedness and Clinical PracticeLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
Even two decades ago, few would have imagined that terrorism would be planned and carried out on such an enormous scale as it is today. Terrorist attacks rely on horror and surprise, invoking different times, places, victims, and methods. Their purpose is to cause widespread confusion, fear, injury, and death. They disrupt security,...
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Dependability of Networked Computer-based Systems (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2011

	This book is meant for research scholars, scientists and practitioners involved with
	the application of computer-based systems in critical applications. Ensuring
	dependability of systems used in critical applications is important due to the
	impact of their failures on human life, investment and environment. The individual
	aspects of...
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Data Mining: Foundations and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008

	The IEEE ICDM 2004 workshop on the Foundation of Data Mining and the IEEE ICDM 2005 workshop on the Foundation of Semantic Oriented Data and Web Mining focused on topics ranging from the foundations of data mining to new data mining paradigms. The workshops brought together both data mining researchers and practitioners to discuss these two...
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C++ Standard Library Practical Tips (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Put the Power of the C++ Standard Library to Work!
C++ Standard Library Practical Tips teaches beginning and experienced programmers how to use the Standard Library and its major component the Standard Template Library (STL) effectively in routine programming chores. The book provides 100 quick, easy-to-use tips and solutions to common...
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Inside Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services 3.0 (Pro Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
Get in-depth architectural insights for building enterprise solutions-straight from the experts.

Focus is on the internals of the Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 platform with this in-depth, straightforward reference. You get expert insights, task-oriented guidance, and extensive code samples to help you master the intricacies of...
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Digital Photography: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2006
Digital Photography: The Missing Manual helps you to take beautiful digital pictures --  of your baby, your trip to Paris, your new pet iguana--and then share the stunning results with your friends and family. Spiked with the advice and humor that are trademarks of the Missing Manual series, this book shows you how to:

Master your...
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